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ABSTRACT
Aims. The aim of the project is to identify wide common proper motion companions to a sample of spectroscopically confirmed M and
L metal-poor dwarfs (also known as subdwarfs) to investigate the impact of metallicity on the binary fraction of low-mass metal-poor
binaries and to improve the determination of their metallicity from the higher-mass binary.
Methods. We made use of Virtual Observatory tools and large-scale public surveys to look in Gaia for common proper motion
companions to a well-defined sample of ultracool subdwarfs with spectral types later than M5 and metallicities below or equal to
−0.5 dex. We collected low-resolution optical spectroscopy for our best system, which is a binary composed of one sdM1.5 subdwarf
and one sdM5.5 subdwarf located at ∼1 360 au, and for another two likely systems separated by more than 115 000 au.
Results. We confirm one wide companion to an M subdwarf, and infer a multiplicity for M subdwarfs (sdMs) of 1.0+2.0
−1.0% for projected
physical separations of up to 743 000 au. We also find four M–L systems, three of which are new detections. No colder companion
was identified in any of the 219 M and L subdwarfs of the sample, mainly because of limitations on the detection of faint sources with
Gaia. We infer a frequency of wide systems for sdM5–9.5 of 0.60+1.17
−0.60% for projected physical separations larger than 1 360 au (up to
142 400 au). This study shows a multiplicity rate of 1.0+2.0
−1.0% in sdMs, and 1.9
+3.7
−1.9% in extreme M subdwarfs (esdMs). We did not find
any companion for the ultra M subdwarfs (usdMs) of our sample, establishing an upper limit of 5.3% on binarity for these objects.
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1. Introduction
Subdwarfs are objects that lie appreciably below the main se-
quence on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram and were first dis-
covered by Kuiper (1939). They have a luminosity class VI under
the Yerkes spectral classification system (Morgan et al. 1943),
and appear less luminous than solar metallicity dwarfs with sim-
ilar spectral types because of the low abundances in elements
heavier than helium. Subdwarfs belong to population II and are
stars from the galactic thick disk or halo (Gizis & Reid 1999).
Cool subdwarfs have spectral types G, K, and M, and are typ-
ically found to have thick disk or halo kinematics (Gizis 1997).
They are presumably relics of the early Galaxy, with ages of
10−12 Gyr (Jofré & Weiss 2011), and are therefore excellent
tracers of Galactic chemical history, because they were formed
at the early stage of the Milky Way.
There are different metallicity classes of M subdwarfs based
on a spectral index that measures the ratio of hydrides and oxides
? Tables A-1, A-2, and A-3 are only available in electronic form at
the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5)
or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/
present in their atmospheres. The original classification for M
subdwarfs (sdMs) and extreme subdwarfs (esdMs) developed by
Gizis (1997) was revised and extended by Lépine et al. (2007). A
new class of subdwarfs, the ultra subdwarfs (usdMs), has been
added to the sdMs and esdMs. Currently, dwarfs are classified
as having solar metallicity, subdwarfs as having moderately low
metallicity, extreme subdwarfs as having very low metallicity,
and ultra subdwarfs as having ultra low metallicity (Kirkpatrick
2005) with metallicity estimates of approximately [M/H] = 0,
−0.5, −1.0, and −2.0 dex, respectively, with a typical dispersion
of 0.5 dex (Lodieu et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2017b).
Star-like objects with spectral types later than M5 and effec-
tive temperatures of less than ∼2900 K (Kirkpatrick et al. 1997)
are usually referred to as ultracool dwarfs. This heterogeneous
group includes stars of extremely low mass as well as brown
dwarfs, and represents about 15% of the population of astronom-
ical objects near the Sun (Gillon et al. 2016). The M dwarfs rep-
resent about two-thirds of the stars in the Milky Way and con-
stitute around the 40% of the total stellar mass in the Galaxy
(Gould et al. 1996; Bochanski et al. 2010).
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M dwarfs are now of popular interest in the search for ex-
trasolar planets with complementary techniques, leading inde-
pendent groups to define new methods to estimate their metal-
licities. As of now, most studies look at slightly metal-poor M
dwarfs (typically >−0.5 dex) with an accuracy in their metal-
licity determination of the order of 0.15 dex, either photometri-
cally (Bonfils et al. 2005; Johnson & Apps 2009; Schlaufman &
Laughlin 2010; Neves et al. 2012; Hejazi et al. 2015; Dittmann
et al. 2016), or spectroscopically (Woolf & Wallerstein 2005,
2006; Bean et al. 2006; Woolf et al. 2009; Rojas-Ayala et al.
2010, 2012; Muirhead et al. 2012; Terrien et al. 2012; Önehag
et al. 2012; Neves et al. 2013, 2014; Hejazi et al. 2015; New-
ton et al. 2015; Lindgren et al. 2016). The sample of M dwarfs
with metallicities of less than −0.5 dex is small, and very few
M dwarfs in that sample have companions to more massive pri-
maries with well-determined physical parameters to help to de-
termine the metallicity scale of sdMs.
There is a direct correlation between the metallicity of stars
and the occurrence of giant gaseous exoplanets (Papaloizou &
Terquem 2006; Williams & Cieza 2011). In the core accretion
model of planet formation (Pollack et al. 1996; Papaloizou &
Terquem 2006; Udry & Santos 2007; Boley 2009; Janson et al.
2011), there are particular processes that depend on metallicity
to form a planet from a dusty circumstellar disk (Weidenschilling
1980; Armitage & Valencia 2010). Those processes tend to oc-
cur in greater numbers in metal-rich disks than in metal-poor
disks (Johnson & Li 2012). Therefore, it is of prime importance
to determine the metallicity of M dwarfs with the best accuracy
possible in order to better characterise the properties of the plan-
ets in their vicinity.
In this paper, we present a dedicated search for wide com-
panions to known M and L subdwarfs reported in the literature
(Lodieu et al. 2012, 2017; Zhang et al. 2017a,b, 2018a,b). The
objective of this paper is two-fold: (i) to determine the multi-
plicity rate of our sample, and (ii) to improve estimates of the
metallicity of M/L subdwarfs and their distances from their more
massive primary. We look for wide common proper motion com-
panions in Gaia DR2, and we compare our results with multi-
plicity studies focusing on metal-poor populations such as those
of Chanamé & Gould (2004), Zapatero Osorio & Martín (2004),
Riaz et al. (2008), Jao et al. (2009), Badenes et al. (2018), Moe
et al. (2019), and El-Badry & Rix (2019).
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the sample of M and L subdwarfs and their properties. In Sec-
tion 3, we describe the methodology used to identify wide com-
mon proper motion companions on the basis of astrometric and
photometric criteria. In Section 4, we analyse all potential com-
panion candidates based on their proper motions, distances, and
photometry. In Section 5, we present the results of our search and
the most promising wide systems with additional photometric
and spectroscopic characterisation. In Section 6, we provide the
spectral type of each component of the multiple systems iden-
tified in our search, and we discuss the frequency of M and L
subdwarf systems with previous observational studies and theo-
retical predictions.
2. Sample selection
To achieve our scientific objectives, we worked with a sample of
219 known ultracool subdwarfs, 185 of which were taken from
the SVO late-type subdwarf archive1 maintained by the Spanish
1 http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/vocats/ltsa/index.php
Virtual Observatory2. The sample of subdwarfs contained in the
archive is an extension of the list of 100 subdwarfs identified by
Lodieu et al. (2017) using Virtual Observatory (VO) tools, now
containing 193 sources. This sample includes most of the known
ultracool subdwarfs confirmed spectroscopically at the time of
writing. We reject eight of them because of the lack of spec-
tral types derived from optical spectroscopy. For each object, the
archive contains coordinates, identifiers, effective temperatures,
proper motions, spectral types, and magnitudes in different pass-
bands, which can be accessed through a very simple search inter-
face that permits queries by coordinates or radius and/or a range
of magnitudes, colours, and effective temperatures. All of these
data come from the Two Microns All Sky Survey (2MASS; Cutri
et al. 2003), the United Kingdom InfraRed Telescope (UKIRT)
Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al. 2007), the Visible
and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA) Hemi-
sphere Survey (McMahon 2012), the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS; York et al. 2000) and Wide Field Infrared Survey Ex-
plorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010) public catalogues. Thirty-four
additional objects were taken from more recent works (Zhang
et al. 2017a,b, 2018a,b; Zhang 2019), bringing the total sample
used here to 219 ultracool subdwarfs. This sample contains all
known subdwarfs with spectral types between M5 and L7 con-
firmed spectroscopically.
The 219 sources considered in this work cover spectral types
from M5 to L8, and belong to different metallicity classes: sub-
dwarfs, extreme subdwarfs, and ultra subdwarfs. The numeric
identifiers (Id) of the 219 sources, common names, coordinates,
source identification from Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018a) when existing, spectral types, and references are listed in
Table A-1, and can also be retrieved from VizieR (Ochsenbein
et al. 2000). Coordinates were obtained from the catalogue that
gives the name to the source: SDSS (Adelman-McCarthy & et al.
2009; Ahn et al. 2012; Alam et al. 2015), ULAS (UKIDSS Large
Area Survey; Lawrence et al. 2007), 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003),
LSR (Lépine, Shara, Rich; Lépine et al. 2002), LHS (Luyten
Half Second catalogue Luyten 1979), SSSPM (SuperCOSMOS
Sky Survey Proper Motion; Hambly et al. 2001), and APMPM
(Automatic Plate Measuring Proper Motion; Kibblewhite 1971).
3. Methodology
In this section, we describe our methodology using proper mo-
tion, distance, and binding energy criteria to identify wide com-
panions to our sample of M and L subdwarfs. We based all of
our data on catalogue Gaia DR2, and we did not use the latest
release of Gaia because we started this work well ahead of the
Gaia EDR3.
3.1. Proper motions
To search for wide companions, we need the most accurate
proper motions possible. To collect them, we looked for proper
motions in the Gaia DR2 catalogue. Whenever proper motions
were not available, we computed them through a linear regres-
sion of the positions and epochs provided by different astromet-
ric catalogues: 2MASS, SDSS DR7 (Adelman-McCarthy & et
al. 2009), SDSS DR9 (Ahn et al. 2012), SDSS DR12 (Alam et al.
2015), UKIDSS DR9 (Lawrence et al. 2007), WISE (Wright
et al. 2010), and Pan-STARRS1 (Chambers et al. 2016). We
used the Aladin Sky Atlas (Bonnarel et al. 2000) VO tool, Sim-
bad (Wenger et al. 2000), and VizieR VO services to avoid mis-
2 https://svo.cab.inta-csic.es/main/index.php
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matches and identify the correct detections of the sources in our
sample from each catalogue. We checked whether or not the
method agrees with Gaia DR2 values when these latter were
available, and we found variations of less than 4% in right as-
cension and declination components and less than 10% in the
total proper motion.
Using the linear regression method, for most of the sources
we found between 4 and 15 positions with different epochs, even
in the same catalogue. The mean coverage is around 10 years,
giving acceptable error bars. For the 219 M and L subdwarfs in
this work, we have 149 with proper motions from Gaia DR2 and
70 computed by linear regression using public catalogues. The
median motion of the objects in our sample is around 255 mas/a.
The mean uncertainty on the proper motions is about 1 mas/a and
12 mas/a for those in Gaia DR2 and those computed by linear
regression, respectively. We calculated the proper motion with
just two values for two sources, yielding large errors in those
specific cases (Id 29 and Id 134). We did not find any compan-
ions to these two sources even after applying such error margins.
We list the proper motions and their references in the second,
third, and fourth columns of Table A-2. The data contained in
this table can be retrieved from VizieR.
3.2. Distances
We also need distances that are as accurate as possible. There-
fore, we first considered the parallaxes from Gaia DR2. If not
available or if the parallax error was higher than 20% of the par-
allax, we estimated spectrophotometric distances as in Lodieu
et al. (2017). Although Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) set a limiting
value of the relative error of the parallax at 10%, we allow a
larger margin (20%) to avoid rejecting possible candidates (e.g.
unresolved binaries). Because of the weakness of the sources,
the uncertainties on Gaia DR2 parallaxes are similar to the un-
certainties on the calculated distances. We found 126 M and
L subdwarfs with Gaia DR2 parallaxes and estimated spectro-
photometric distances for another 93 objects in our sample. In
some cases, the Gaia distance with errors on the parallax higher
than 20% turns out to be more accurate than that estimated from
the spectral type–magnitude relation. We therefore opted for the
Gaia distances in those specific cases.
To calculate the spectrophotometric distances, we used the J
band photometry in Table 5 in Lodieu et al. (2017) when avail-
able, and the photometry in the i and J bands in Table 2 in Zhang
et al. (2013) otherwise. The error on the spectrophotometric dis-
tances takes into account the 0.5 uncertainty on the spectral type
and the associated error on the magnitudes, and other parameters
used in the relation given in Zhang et al. (2013).
The simple approach of inverting the parallax to estimate the
distance can sometimes lead to potentially strong biases, espe-
cially (but not only) when the relative uncertainties are large and
objects lie at large distances, as is often the case for members of
the halo. A proper statistical treatment of the data, its uncertain-
ties, and correlations may be required as advised by Luri et al.
(2018) and Bailer-Jones et al. (2018). For this reason, we com-
pared the adopted Gaia DR2 distances in this work with the val-
ues of Bailer-Jones et al. (2018), who recently proposed an alter-
native methodology to get reliable distances taking into account
the non-linearity of the transformation and the asymmetry of the
resulting probability distribution. In our case, although the Gaia
DR2 distances are not reliable when the error on the parallax is
larger than or equal to 20%, the comparison with the distances
from Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) shows that these distances have
larger errors than the Gaia DR2 ones (see Fig. 1). We observe
that 5 sources out of 123 lie noticeably away from the 1:1 rela-
tion, most of them showing unreliable distances and very large
errors. We also note consistency between our spectrophotometric
distances and the ones in Gaia DR2, when available. Therefore,
the use of the distances from Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) does not
provide any significant advantage with respect to the use of Gaia
DR2 or spectrophotometric distances. Finally, we were able to
compile and compute distances for all the sources in our sample,
which are presented in the fifth and sixth columns in Table A-2.
The mean distance of the sample is 187 pc with a mean error of
18.1 pc in Gaia distances and 33.7 pc in the spectrophotometric
distances.
3.3. Radius of the search
To perform the search for companions, we define a search radius
for M and L subdwarfs equal to the maximum separation the sys-
tem may have if gravitationally bound. Beyond that separation,
the gravitational binding energy is too low to keep the system
tight and pairs are no longer physically bound. This search ra-
dius is determined as a function of the binding energy (W) and





where G is the gravitational constant and has a value of 6.674 ·
10−11 Nm2kg−2 (Carroll et al. 2007), m1 and m2 are the masses
in kilograms of the two components of the system, and r is the
projected physical separation between them in metres. The most
commonly accepted value of the minimum energy required for
two celestial bodies to be bound is 1033J (Caballero 2009; Dhi-
tal et al. 2010). Accounting also for the maximum mass that a
physical companion could have, we can obtain the maximum
separation between components.
We set A0 to be the upper limit in the spectral type (i.e. in the
mass) of the companion. Although lifetimes of A0 stars are typi-
cally shorter than lifetimes of subdwarfs, we select them in order
to account for the extra mass involved in close binaries, that is,
in the case of triple or multiple systems, that could yield larger
projected physical separations. This maximum separation is cal-
culated for each source in the sample using the average mass of
an A0 star and the mass of the subdwarf. We estimated a mass
of 2.36±0.035 M for an A0 star based on the data from Popper
(1980), Harmanec (1988), and Gray (2005). We adopted a mass
of 2.40 M accounting for the estimated error, which is in agree-
ment with Adelman (2004). The masses of the low-mass stars
vary depending on their spectral types and metallicity (Burrows
et al. 1989; Kroupa & Tout 1997). Because of the lack of dy-
namical masses for metal-poor ultracool dwarfs, we adopted the
masses of main sequence solar-type M dwarfs from Reid & Gizis
(2005) as a first approximation. For stars with spectral types later
than M9, we used the mass of 0.075 M as an upper limit, cor-
responding to the stellar–substellar boundary at solar-metallicity
(Chabrier & Baraffe 1997).
3.4. Search criteria
Once we inferred the proper motion, distance, and search radius
for each source in our sample, we looked for candidate compan-
ions in Gaia DR2 through TOPCAT (Taylor 2005) and a code
in ADQL3 specifically written for our purposes (Yasuda et al.
3 Astronomical Data Query Language.
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Fig. 1: Comparison between Gaia DR2 distances and the ones in
Bailer-Jones et al. (2018). The red dashed line represents the 1:1
relation.
2004). We imposed the following conditions, where Obj refers
to the subdwarf in our sample and Comp to the companion can-
didate:
• The companion candidates must share the same proper mo-
tion as the M and L subdwarfs in our sample in each direction
within 3σ: µOb j − 3σµ.Ob j ≤ µComp ≤ µOb j + 3σµ.Ob j.
• The companion candidates must share the same distance as
the object in our sample within 3σ: dOb j−3σd.Ob j ≤ dComp ≤
dOb j + 3σd.Ob j. Here we add a restriction into the search to
avoid too many spurious candidates, restricting the possible
candidates to those with a maximum relative error in their
distances of 20%.
• The companion candidates must lie within the search ra-
dius previously defined for every source in our sample. The
search radius used for each subdwarf in our sample is pre-
sented in the last column of Table A-2.
4. Analysis
4.1. Performed search
We looked for common proper motion companions to the 219 M
and L subdwarfs in our sample with a search radius defined for
each of them varying from 10.8 arcmin to 9.4 deg, corresponding
to an interval of projected physical separations of 1.5 to 3.7 pc.
Despite the wide range of radii, the typical search radius is 1 deg
with 90% of the sources covered within 2.28 deg. The lower limit
of detection is given by the angular resolution of Gaia DR2, and
is 0.4 arcsec. The detection of pairs with Gaia DR2 is complete
beyond 2.2 arcsec (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b), which is our
adopted lower limit for completeness. This translates to mini-
mum projected physical separations of between 20 and 1 260 au
in our sample.
Table 1: Number of companion candidates identified in this
work.
Id RA (J2000) DEC (J2000) SpT J Radius Num.
hh:mm:ss.ss dd:mm:ss.s mag deg
11 01:18:24.90 +03:41:30.4 sdL0.0 18.2 0.50 32
25 04:52:45.69 −36:08:41.3 esdL0.0 16.3 0.61 1
73 10:46:57.93 −01:37:46.4 dM4.5/sdM5.0 16.5 0.33 1
89 11:19:29.20 +67:21:04.1 sdM5.0−5.5 16.8 0.60 3
107 12:41:04.75 −00:05:31.6 sdL0.0 18.5 0.45 2
126 13:07:10.22 +15:11:03.5 sdL8.0 18.1 1.80 6
128 13:09:59.60 +05:29:38.7 sdM6.5 18.4 0.22 1
149 13:53:59.58 +01:18:56.8 sdL0.0 17.4 0.73 1
150 13:55:28.24 +06:51:14.6 sdM5.5 17.6 0.39 1
190 15:46:38.34 −01:12:13.1 sdL3.0 17.5 1.44 1
213 22:59:02.15 +11:56:02.1 sdL0.0 17.0 0.84 1
215 23:04:43.31 +09:34:24.0 sdL0.0 17.2 0.78 12
4.2. Companion candidates
We find 62 companion candidates around 12 M and L subdwarfs
in our sample.
Table 1 shows the numerical identifiers of the sources with
companion candidates, their coordinates, spectral types, search
radii, and number of candidates.
We checked the re-normalised unit weight error (RUWE) in
the Gaia catalogue. This is an astrometric quality parameter that
is high when the source has poor astrometric solutions (Linde-
gren et al. 2018), and is sometimes influenced by the presence
of another source. Hence, it can be used as an indication as to
whether or not there could be an additional close companion.
The additional documentation of Gaia DR2 (Lindegren 2018)
shows that a value under 1.4 generally indicates a good solution
because approximately 70% of the sources have such a value.
We noticed that 9 of our 62 candidates present RUWE values of
between 1.4 and 6.6. Given that Gaia DR2 exhibits RUWE val-
ues higher than 40, we do not consider 6.6 as a large value (i.e.
meaning a poor astrometric solution). Therefore, we keep all 62
candidates for subsequent analysis. Table A-3 lists the numer-
ical identifier of each candidate companion together with their
Gaia DR2 source identifier, coordinates, proper motions, dis-
tances, and angular separations. As is the case for the rest of
the tables contained in the Appendices, these data can be found
in VizieR.
We assess the validity of the candidates through visual
inspection of the proper motion diagrams (PMDs), colour–
magnitude diagrams (CMDs), and tangential velocity–distance
diagrams. When possible, we also use radial velocities from the
literature to compute galactocentric velocities, which serve us as
membership indicators of the different Galactic populations, as
explained below. Table B.1 summarises whether each candidate
agrees (Yes), disagrees (No), or is not conclusive (?) with the
position of the subdwarfs in the diagrams or whether it exhibits
thick disc or halo kinematics. The last column of the table indi-
cates whether the candidates are likely (Yes) or doubtful (Yes?)
companions, or have been rejected (No) as bound companions.
We analysed two optical and one infrared CMDs using the
Gaia G and RP passbands, the i, z filters from SDSS, and the
J,K filters from 2MASS when available, or UKIDSS otherwise
(when the 2MASS quality flags differ from ‘A’ or ‘B’). For each
CMD, we used the BT-Settl4 isochrones with metallicities [M/H]
of −2.0 dex, −0.5 dex, and solar for comparison (Allard 2014) .
4 https://phoenix.ens-lyon.fr/Grids/BT-Settl/
CIFIST2011/ISOCHRONES/
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We used the 10 Gyr isochrones because ultracool subdwarfs
are old objects. We complemented the Gaia DR2 CMD with
the observational HRD in the same bands, plotting Gaia sources
with parallaxes larger than 10 mas as a reference. All diagrams
used for the analysis are displayed in Appendix A, except from
Id 150, which is shown as an example in Fig. 2.
Radial velocities of each component of a physically bound
system should be similar because of their presumably common
origin. Therefore, we looked for radial velocities of every subd-
warf with candidate companions using the SVO Discovery tool5
developed and maintained by the Spanish Virtual Observatory,
which performs a search through the VizieR VO service.
None of the 12 subdwarfs in Table 1 have radial velocity
measurements in the literature and therefore they could not be
used for comparison. Nevertheless, we found values of radial ve-
locities for 18 companion candidates (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018b; Zhong et al. 2019; Anguiano et al. 2017; Kervella et al.
2019), and with these data we are able to compute their UVW
Galactic space velocities from their coordinates, proper motions,
and distances (Johnson & Soderblom 1987). We can assign the
companions to the different populations in the Galaxy (thin and
thick discs, transition between thin and thick discs, and halo) ac-
cording to the increasing galactocentric velocities of these pop-
ulations towards the Galactic halo (Bensby et al. 2003, 2005).
This procedure is described in Montes et al. (2001) and the up-
dated version of the code used in this work will be published
in Cortés-Contreras et al. (in prep). As stated before, subdwarfs
belong to the old Galactic population, and therefore any candi-
date companion showing thick disc or halo kinematics would be
a suitable companion.
For all the subdwarfs and candidates, we can also use the
tangencial velocities to assess old population kinematics, as in
Zhang et al. (2018b).
• Id 11: This subdwarf has a sdL0.0 spectral type and is lo-
cated at about 176 pc. We detected 32 possible companion
candidates separated by between 1.7 and 29.9 arcmin. The
large number of spurious candidates is due to the high un-
certainty in the proper motion computed in this work. As
we are not able to reliably keep or discard any candidates,
we reject all candidates above 1σ in proper motion, leaving
two companion candidates. Candidate Id number 17 shows
higher proper motion than the subdwarf, lies between the
−2.0 dex and −0.5 dex isochrones in the infrared CMD, and
slightly above the solar-metallicity isochrone in the CMD
with SDSS filters. Its position in the CMD with Gaia pho-
tometry is slightly lower than the solar-metallicity isochrone,
consistent with its position in the lower edge of the main se-
quence in the HRD. Moreover, its tangential velocity, which
is higher than that of the field population, and within 1σ of
the velocity of the subdwarf, makes this source a potential
companion candidate. The position of candidate Id number
19 in the HRD is above the solar-metallicity isochrone and
within the main sequence, and its low tangential velocity and
radial velocity suggest a location for this source of inside the
thin disc; we therefore reject candidate number 19.
• Id 25: This subdwarf is an esdL0.0 source located at about
140 pc with just one candidate separated by 1.9 arcmin. It is
interesting to remark that the companion candidate we find
(denominated 25-1 hereafter) is Id 24 of our sample. The
search program was not able to find a companion to Id 24 be-
cause of the very small margins of error on its proper motion
5 http://sdc.cab.inta-csic.es/SVODiscoveryTool/jsp/
searchform.jsp
provided by Gaia DR2, despite the proximity of the values
of both elements in the possible pair as shown in the PMD.
The CMDs also show aligned positions for the subdwarf and
for the candidate companion, except for the CMD with pho-
tometry from SDSS, which is not provided. The positions in
the HRD are below the main sequence, and their tangential
velocities are similar in terms of distance. We fully support
this pair as likely companions.
• Id 73: This dM4.5/sdM5.0 source located at about 572 pc
has one companion candidate, 15.9 arcmin away. The PMD
shows similar proper motions. We favour the UKIDSS pho-
tometry for this potential companion. This candidate lies at
the same distance to the isochrones in all CMDs. From the
positions of each component in the HRD, we suggest that
both sources are probably solar metallicity rather than metal-
poor, with a spectral type of dM2.0–dM2.5 as the spec-
troscopic follow-up suggests (section 4.5). Moreover, their
tangential velocities show similarities in terms of their dis-
tance. All in all, we suggest both objects form a bound solar-
metallicity pair.
• Id 89: This is an sdM5.0–5.5 (Lodieu et al. 2017) object
located at about 274 pc with three companion candidates
separated by 18.4, 34.7, and 40 arcmin. The PMD shows
very small values for the proper motions in all of the can-
didates and the subdwarf, and their positions in the CMDs
are aligned. The J − K colour of the ultracool subdwarf
exhibits large error bars due to the poor quality flags in
2MASS photometry (Qflag = "CCD"). Nonetheless, this sub-
dwarf lies below the main sequence in the HRD, as expected.
On the contrary, the three companion candidates lie within or
slightly above the main sequence, perhaps reflecting differ-
ent metallicities. The tangential velocity diagram shows that
none of the candidates are valid. However, all tangential ve-
locities are below the mean value for field stars, suggesting
that these objects do not have thick disk or halo kinematics.
Consequently, we do not support companionship of any of
them.
• Id 107: This source, with spectral type sdL0.0, located at
197 pc has two companion candidates separated by 3.5 and
10.9 arcmin. According to the PMD, candidate number 2 has
proper motions that are not agreement with those of the sub-
dwarf but still remain within 3σ. Because of the faintness
of the subdwarf, even the UKIDSS photometry suffers from
large error bars in the J − K colour diagram. For the candi-
dates, the photometry comes from 2MASS. We reject can-
didate number 2 as a bound companion because of its posi-
tion in the CMDs. The position of candidate number 1 in the
HRD, below the main sequence, suggests subsolar metallic-
ity, similar to our source. The subdwarf is not in Gaia DR2
and therefore we cannot plot it on the HRD, but we are able
to plot the positions of the companion candidate number 1,
compatible with a low-metallicity source. Finally, its tangen-
tial velocity is within the range of halo objects. Therefore, we
consider this pair physically associated.
• Id 126: This sdL8.0 source is located at 49 pc. We identify six
possible companion candidates with separations of between
34 and 98.5 arcmin. The large uncertainty in the proper mo-
tion of the subdwarf prevents us from obtaining any reliable
candidate from the PMD. Additionally, none of the candi-
dates show photometric criteria consistent with metal-poor
isochrones in the CMD and HRD. In particular, the radial
velocity of candidate number 2 places it in the Galactic thin
disc. In conclusion, we reject all of these candidates.
• Id 128: This subdwarf is a sdM6.5 source located at 547 pc,
with a single companion candidate at 8.5 arcmin. Accord-
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Id 150
Fig. 2: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance diagram
(bottom right) for the target Id 150 and its candidate companion. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study, and
the numbered red square represents the companion candidate. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they are
Gaia DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed, and dotted lines stand for the
[M/H] =−2.0, the [M/H] =−0.5, and the [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs, respectively. The blue dotted line in the
tangential velocity plot (not visible here) marks the value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al.
2018b), and the light blue ellipse around Id 150 indicates its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
ing to the PMD, the candidate has a similar motion to the
subdwarf. However, their positions in the CMDs suggest in-
consistent metallicities, corroborated by their location in the
HRD where the companion follows with the main sequence
solar-metallicity track. Additionally, their tangential veloci-
ties differ. Therefore, we discard the system.
• Id 149: This source has a sdL0.0 spectral type and is located
at 121 pc. We detect a companion candidate at 36.1 arcmin.
The PMD shows that both objects have very similar proper
motions. There is no photometry available in Gaia for our
subdwarf and the SDSS i, z photometry of the candidate is
clearly saturated, and so these CMDs do not provide useful
information. Both objects show similar positions in the other
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CMD. The companion candidate is HD 120981, a G2/3V star
(Houk & Smith-Moore 1988) with metallicity in the range
0.09–0.27 (Ammons et al. 2006; Stevens et al. 2017). Com-
bining tangential velocity and radial velocity, we find that the
companion shows galactocentric velocities typical of the thin
disk. We discard this system as a physical pair.
• Id 150: This source has a sdM5.5 spectral type and is lo-
cated at about 365 pc. It has just one companion candi-
date separated by 3.8 arcsec, which we visually confirm as
a common proper motion pair in Aladin. The positions in the
PMD and CMDs support their companionship. Both stars
are under the main sequence in the HRD, which supports
their metal-poor nature. The tangential velocities of both
sources are very similar and well above the mean value of
field sources of 36 km s−1 (Zhang et al. 2018b), in agree-
ment with an old population member. The companion is in
the LSPM catalogue (Lépine & Shara 2005) with the iden-
tifier J1355+0651. We propose that this system is a bound
pair.
• Id 190: This is a sdL3.0 source at ∼61 pc with one candidate
companion at 8.9 arcmin. We do not have enough informa-
tion to discard or confirm the candidate. The PMD shows
very similar proper motions and the positions in one of the
CMDs agree. The tangential velocity is above the mean value
of field sources, outside the error limits of the value of the
subdwarf, but with very close values. The current informa-
tion is not conclusive but we decided to include this possible
pair in a subsequent analysis.
• Id 213: This is a sdL0.0 located at about 105 pc with a single
candidate companion at 36.8 arcmin. The large uncertainties
in the input parameters of our subdwarf provide a unique
candidate companion with very different proper motions. Its
position on the CMDs and HRD suggest a likely pair, but
its tangential velocity diagram does not, and the kinematic
analysis using its radial velocity suggests the companion as
a thin disk star. We reject this system as a probable pair.
• Id 215: This subdwarf is a source with sdL0.0 spectral type
located at 114 pc with 12 candidates separated by 22.4 to
46.3 arcmin. The large error bars in the proper motions of the
subdwarf lead to a large number of spurious candidates. As
in the case of Id 11, we refute all candidates with proper mo-
tions above 1σ of the proper motion of the subdwarf. Only
candidate numbers 2, 8, and 9 remain. There is no available
photometry for the subdwarf in Gaia, and these three candi-
dates are aligned in the rest of the CMDs, except number 2
which is not aligned in the optical CMD. Based on the HRD,
we infer that the metallicity classes of candidates 2 and 9
probably differ from the subdwarf. Using the radial velocity
of candidate 8, we place it in the thin disk. The tangential ve-
locity of the three candidates is lower than the mean velocity
of field stars. Consequently, we reject all of them.
4.3. Spectroscopic follow-up
4.4. WHT ACAM optical spectroscopy
We collected a low-resolution optical spectrum of the candidate
companion Id 150-1 (i.e. the primary) with the auxiliary-port
camera (ACAM) mounted on the Cassegrain focus of the 4.2-m
William Herschel telescope at Roque de los Muchachos obser-
vatory in La Palma (Table 2). We carried out the observations in
service mode on the night of 1 February 2019. The night of 1
February 2019 was clear with variable seeing between 1.0 and
1.6 arcsec after UT∼ 3h when the object was observed.
Fig. 3: WHT/ACAM optical spectrum (black) of the companion of sub-
dwarf Id 150 (top) and NOT/ALFOSC spectra (black) of Id 73 (middle)
and Id 107 (bottom) compared to Sloan solar-type and subdwarf tem-
plates (red).
ACAM is permanently mounted on the telescope as an opti-
cal imager and spectrograph. We used the VPH grism with a slit
of 1.0 arcsec to cover the 350–940 nm wavelength range at a res-
olution of 430 and 570 at 565 nm and 750 nm, respectively. We
did not use a second-order blocking filter, resulting in light con-
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Table 2: Logs of spectroscopic observations of three companion candidates
Name RA (J2000) DEC (J2000) Instr i′ Date UT-MID Airm ExpT SpT
hh:mm:ss.ss dd:mm:ss.s mag DDMMYYYY hh:mm:ss.ss sec
Id 150-1 13:55:28.38 +06:51:18.5 ACAM 17.46 02022019 06:15:03.475 1.08 900 sdM1.5±0.5
Id 73-1 10:47:13.20 −01:22:21.4 ALFOSC 17.60 13122020 05:15:07.02 1.22 2100 dM2.0–dM2.5
Id 107-1 12:40:35.18 −00:13:28.7 ALFOSC 16.71 13122020 06:00:48.00 1.41 900 dM/sdM5.0±0.5
tamination beyond 660 nm. We use single on-source integrations
of 900 s (Table 2).
We reduced the data in a standard manner under IRAF (Tody
1986, 1993). We subtracted a median-combined bias frame to
the target’s frame and later divided by the median flat-field. We
extracted the one-dimensional spectrum in an optimal way by
selecting the size of the aperture and the background regions on
the left and right side of the target. We calibrated the spectra
in wavelength with CuNe arc lamps taken just after the target,
yielding rms better than 0.3 nm. Finally, we calibrated our targets
in flux with a spectro-photometric standard observed with the
same setup during the night (Ross640; DAZ5.5 Greenstein &
Trimble 1967; Monet et al. 2003). However, the flux calibration
is uncertain beyond 660 nm because the second-order blocking
filter was not in place. We display the spectrum in Fig. 3 along
with Sloan metal-poor templates (Savcheva et al. 2014). From
the spectral fits, we derive a spectral type of sdM1.5±0.5.
4.5. NOT ALFOSC optical spectroscopy
We obtained low-resolution optical spectra of two additional
candidate companions (Id 73-1 and Id 107-1) with the Alhambra
Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (ALFOSC) on the 2.5-m
Nordic Optical telescope (NOT) at Roque de los Muchachos ob-
servatory in La Palma (Table 2). We collected the spectra as part
of a service programme (SST2020-506; PI Cortés-Contreras) on
the night of 12 December 2020, which presented cirrus and see-
ing between 1 and 1.5 arcsec during the observations between
UT = 5h–6h.
ALFOSC is equipped with a 2048×2048 CCD231-42-g-F61
back-illuminated, deep-depletion detector sensitive to optical
wavelengths. The pixel size is 0.2138 arcsec and the field of
view is 6.4×6.4 arcmin across. We employed the VPH grism
#20 and a slit of 1.3 arcsec covering the 565–1015 nm at a res-
olution of about 500. We use an on-source integration of 2100 s
and 900 s for Id 73-1 and Id 107-1, respectively (Table 2). A
spectro-photometric standard star, Feige 66 (sdB1; V = 10.59
mag; Berger 1963) was observed to characterise the response
of the detector.
We reduced the data with IRAF following standard proce-
dures. We combined the bias and flat frames before subtracting
each science spectrum by the median-combined bias and sub-
tracting the normalised flat field. We optimally extracted the
2D spectra choosing the aperture and background regions in-
teractively. We calibrated the spectra in wavelength with ThAr
lamps taken at the end of the night. We corrected the science
spectra with the response function derived from Feige 66. The
NOT ALFOSC optical spectra, normalised at 750 nm, are dis-
played in Fig. 3 along with Sloan spectral M-type templates at
solar and subsolar metallicities (Bochanski et al. 2007; Savcheva
et al. 2014). From the direct comparison with Sloan spectral
templates, we classify Id 73-1 as a solar-metallicity M2.0–M2.5
dwarf. For Id 107-1, we find that this source shows features inter-
mediate between a solar-metallicity and subdwarf with a mid-M
spectral type, and we adopt a classification of dM/sdM5.0±0.5.
5. Results of the search
Following the search and analysis performed in previous sec-
tions, we identified six M and L subdwarfs with potential candi-
date companions, some of them with high probabilities.
To further characterise these stars and their candidates com-
panions, we built their spectral energy distribution (SED) using
the VO SED Analyzer (VOSA; Bayo et al. 2008), which pro-
vides estimates of stellar physical parameters from the SED fit-
ting to different collections of theoretical models. In this work,
we used the BT-Settl theoretical models (Baraffe et al. 2015). We
limited the range of gravities to 4 ≤ log(g) ≤ 6, which are the
normal values for old dwarfs (Cifuentes et al. 2020). We prove
that metallicity does not have a significant impact on the deter-
mination of effective temperatures in VOSA, because it takes
values in the range of ±100 K when metallicity varies from -
3 to 0 dex. Finally, we took the effective temperature proposed
as the best one by VOSA with an error of ±100 K —instead of
±50 K which would correspond to the grid error established by
VOSA— to provide a more realistic margin. The obtained ef-
fective temperatures of the candidate companions will give us
information on their spectral types.
In the calculation of the masses, we used different methods
to estimate them. In the case of sdL sources, we took the val-
ues of Table 3 and Figure 5 from Zhang et al. (2018b) in the
range of 0.08–0.09 M. For sdM sources, we estimate a range
of masses with the isochrone model6 from Baraffe et al. (1997),
using as input the effective temperature obtained by VOSA and
the J magnitude from the UKIDSS catalogue (or 2MASS if not
available in UKIDSS ). For solar metallicity sources, we used
the isochrone model7 from Baraffe et al. (2015).
In the estimation of the spectral type, for the case of low-
metallicity dwarfs, we check Table 2 from Lodieu et al. (2019a),
and Figure 4 from Zhang et al. (2018b). For solar metallicities,
we can estimate the spectral type following Reid & Gizis (2005).
Additionally, we intensively browsed the literature for any ad-
ditional relevant information related to the companion candi-
dates (spectral type, metallicity, age), including references to any
known physically bound or unrelated companions.
• Id 11: This subdwarf has a spectral type of sdL0.0 with
one remaining candidate companion (Id 11-17). We ob-
tained their SEDs with VOSA, from which we derived ef-
fective temperatures of 2 600±100 K and 2 900±100 K for Id
11 and Id 11-17, respectively. Using Lodieu et al. (2019a)
and Zhang et al. (2018b), we estimated its spectral type as
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very low (about ten times lower than the accepted minimum
energy to be considered a bound pair). We considered the
possibility of both objects being part of a multiple system,
but the small RUWE value of the candidate (1.11) points
towards a single star and therefore a low chance of such a
multiple system having a larger binding energy.
• Id 25: This subdwarf and its candidate companion are ex-
treme subdwarfs, and are reported as a known pair by Zhang
(2019). Their spectral types are esdL0.0 and esdM1.0 respec-
tively, which we support from the temperatures derived by
VOSA (2 800±100 K and 3 700±100 K respectively). All the
obtained data are in line with the reported ones by Zhang
(2019), with small differences due to the fact that Zhang es-
timated the properties with a lower metallicity than that used
here (he used [M/H] = −1.4 dex). The binding energy of the
system is consistent with a physically bound pair.
• Id 73: This object in our sample is a solar metallicity dwarf
with spectral type dM4.5, and an effective temperature of
3 100±100 K derived from its SED. The possible companion
with Id 73-1 is a solar metallicity dwarf with a temperature
of 3 500±100 K as NOT ALFOSC optical spectrum suggests,
corresponding to a spectral type of dM2.0–2.5. With this new
spectral type we recalculated the distance of the companion
candidate through spectroscopic methods (Zhang et al. 2013)
and obtained 607.2±98.2 pc, a value that is closer to the dis-
tance of Id 73 (instead of 860.9±159.7 pc, the value obtained
from the parallax provided by Gaia DR2, as shown in Ta-
ble A-3). This pair has a low binding energy, about 70% of
the minimum to be a bound pair. The RUWE value of the
brightest source of the pair is low (0.95), indicating that it
is unlikely to be part of a multiple system. The analysis of
the spectrum at our resolution shows all lines to be single. At
this stage, the pair seems to be bound.
• Id 107: The subdwarf has a spectral type of sdL0.0, and we
suggest that its candidate companion is also metal poor in
light of its position on the HRD. There are not enough pho-
tometric points to build the SED of the subdwarf, but we
estimate its temperature to about 2 600±100 K from its spec-
tral type using Figure 4 of Zhang et al. (2018b). VOSA pro-
vides the value of 3 300±100 K for the companion candidate,
for which we estimate a spectral type of dM/sdM5.0±0.5, in
agreement with the spectral classification of the NOT AL-
FOSC spectrum. The optical spectrum of the wide com-
panion suggests that this system might have an intermedi-
ate metallicity between solar and −0.5 dex (typical of subd-
warfs), and its lines do not appear deblended. In light of the
possibility that this companion source is a dwarf, we calcu-
lated its range of mass using isochrone models from Baraffe
et al. (1997) and Baraffe et al. (2015). Here, the value of the
binding energy is also low, three times lower than the min-
imum, and the companion candidate has a RUWE of 0.98.
We conclude that the pair seems to be a bound system.
• Id 150: This subdwarf has a spectral type of sdM5.5,
and the companion candidate is also a subdwarf, as sug-
gested from its HRD. The effective temperatures derived by
VOSA (see Figure 4) are 3 000±100 K for the subdwarf and
3 600±100 K for the companion candidate. The temperature
of the companion is in agreement with the spectral type of
sdM2.0±0.5 from our spectroscopic follow-up (Section 4.3)
based on Table 2 of Lodieu et al. (2019b). The two sources
are very close (about 1 360 au), and we visually confirm them
to be a comoving pair in Aladin. Their binding energy is
more than 40 times the minimum energy of gravitationally
Fig. 4: VOSA diagrams for the source Id 150 (top) and its can-
didate companion (bottom). The shown elements are: Observed
flux + 3-sigma points (pale grey line + error bars), fitted flux (red
dots + error bars), no fitted points (orange dots + error bars), and
BT-Settl model (blue line).
bound pairs, reinforcing the system as a true pair. We con-
clude that this pair is the most secure in our sample.
• Id 190: The subdwarf Id 190 has a spectral type of sdL3.0.
The effective temperatures provided by VOSA for the subd-
warf and the companion candidate are 2 200±100 K (consis-
tent with the spectral type) and 3 000±100 K, respectively.
As we did for other subdwarfs, we estimated the spectral
type of the companion to sdM7.0±0.5 from its temperature
(Lodieu et al. 2019a). Their masses and distances provide us
a value for the binding energy of 88% of the minimum; with
a low RUWE of 1.17 for the companion candidate, we con-
clude that this pair has a low chance of being a real system.
We conclude that this is the most doubtful pair in our sample.
From the previous analysis, we propose one confirmed bi-
nary system (Id 150), four likely pairs (Id 11, Id 25, Id 73, and
Id 107), and a doubtful pair (Id 190). Their identifiers, names,
spectral types, effective temperatures, masses, proper motions,
distances, physical and projected angular separations, and bind-
ing energies are provided in Table 3.
As mentioned above, the most commonly accepted value of
the minimum gravitational binding energy is 1033 J. In our case,
only two pairs with the closest separations, Id 25/25-1 (0.08 pc)
and Id 150/150-1 (0.007 pc), fulfil this criterion. The other four
systems have much lower gravitational binding energies. How-
ever, this study does not account for hidden mass in the sys-
tems in the form of spectroscopic binaries or fainter sources not
detected with Gaia DR2. In terms of projected physical sep-
arations, the widest pair is separated by 2.64 pc (Id 73/73-1).
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The classical limit of separation for binaries is 0.1 pc (Caballero
2009), but there are studies that increase this number to 1.0 pc
(Caballero 2010), or even to 1–8 pc (Shaya & Olling 2011). At
those distances, the pairs are less likely bound for an extended
lifetime, and the sources of our sample are very old. This is not
the case for our proposed subdwarfs, whose separation from the
companions are lower than 0.7 pc. In the case of the solar-type
system Id 73, although it has a separation above the classical
limits, the component sources are field dwarfs with a mean age
of less than the metal-poor population.
6. Discussion on multiplicity
6.1. General considerations about multiplicity
The binary frequency decreases with decreasing spectral type
(Fontanive et al. 2018). Over 70% of massive B and A-type
stars are part of binary or hierarchical systems (Kouwenhoven
et al. 2007; Peter et al. 2012). The incidence of multiplicity is
about 50–60% for solar-type stars (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991;
Raghavan et al. 2010), and about 30–40% for M dwarfs (Fis-
cher & Marcy 1992; Delfosse et al. 2004; Janson et al. 2012).
Later surveys found that the multiplicity fraction of M-dwarfs
drops to 23.5–42% (Ward-Duong et al. 2015; Cortés-Contreras
et al. 2017). Thus, the overall trend is that the multiplicity rate
of main sequence stars decreases with mass (Jao et al. 2009).
The total multiplicity frequency od population II stars with
spectral types from F6 to K5 (masses between 0.7M and
1.3M) is 39±3% (Jao et al. 2009), dropping to 26±6% for stars
with spectral types between K6 and M7 (0.1–0.6M; Rastegaev
2010). Spectroscopic binaries with separations of less than a
few astronomical units (au) among population II stars seem to
be equally frequent to younger, higher metallicity stars (Stryker
et al. 1985; Latham et al. 2002; Goldberg et al. 2002). This
fact appears to hold for separations of a few tens od au (Köhler
et al. 2000; Zinnecker et al. 2004), and at very wide separations
for GKM stars (Allen et al. 2000; Zapatero Osorio & Martín
2004), suggesting that metallicity might not have a strong im-
pact on the formation of wide double and multiple systems. At
lower masses, the frequency of early-M subdwrafs appears sig-
nificantly lower (3.3±3.3% Riaz et al. 2008; Lodieu et al. 2009)
than the multiplicity of solar-metallicity M dwarfs (23.5–42%;
Ward-Duong et al. 2015; Cortés-Contreras et al. 2017) over sim-
ilar separation ranges.
6.2. Multiplicity
Our search for companions in our sample of 219 low-metallicity
dwarfs found one solar-metallicity M-M pair (Id 73/73–1),
which was confirmed by analysis of its optical spectrum. We ex-
clude this system from the subsequent discussion because we
focus on metal-poor systems. For the final sample of 218 M5-L8
subdwarfs, our search revealed five candidate companions: one
clear metal-poor M-M pair (Id 150/150–1), and four M-L pairs.
The physical projected separations of the companion candi-
dates lie between 3.8 arcsec and 13.4 arcmin, equivalent to 1 360
(0.007 pc) and 142 400 au (0.69 pc). In all cases, the candidate
companions are warmer than our subdwarfs. We infer a binary
fraction of 2.29±2.01% from the five metal-poor pairs among the
218 sources, assuming Poisson statistics and a Wald 95% confi-
dence interval (Wald interval = (λ − 1.96
√
λ/n, λ + 1.96
√
λ/n),
where λ is the number of successes in n trials). In any case, we
find one clear co-moving low-metallicity pair (Id 150), placing
the minimum probability of finding a metal-poor M5–L8 dwarf
in a binary system at 0.46+0.90
−0.46% . We discuss the binary fractions
as a function of spectral type and/or metallicity class below, and
summarise our results in Table 4.
We identify one M-M subdwarf pair, Id 150, with a separa-
tion of 1 360 au. We have a total of 167 M5–M9.5 metal-poor
dwarfs in our sample and found only one M-M pair, yielding
a frequency of 0.60+1.17
−0.60% . In terms of metallicity, Id 150 is a
subdwarf, and in our sample we have 97 M subdwarfs (sdMs),
yielding a binarity of 1.03+2.02
−1.03% . Id 25 has a lower metallic-
ity because it is an extreme M subdwarf system, and so the fre-
quency of esdM systems is 1.89+3.70
−1.89% (1/53), assuming Poisson
statistics. We did not find any companion to the 19 usdM in our
sample, implying an upper limit of 5.3% on the binary fraction
of ultra subdwarfs.
For the M-L pairs, the subdwarf of our sample is the L-type
while the companion is the M-type. Following the general con-
vention, the primary is the most massive of the pair, and hence
the L subdwarfs are the secondaries. Therefore, we find three L-
type secondaries around M subdwarfs (plus one doubtful) out of
49 L subdwarfs in our sample, yielding a binarity of 6.12+6.93
−6.12% ,
that can increase to 8.16±8.00% if we include the doubtful pair
(Table 3). This means that 6.12% of the L subdwarfs of our
sample are part of a multiple system with a maximal physical
projected separation of 0.69 pc (13.4 arcmin) while our search
is sensitive to separations up to 1.5 pc. In this case, we are not
strictly talking about a binary fraction because our search in
Gaia DR2 is not sensitive to lower mass companions to the L
subdwarfs.
We should mention that two sources in our sample have
known companions in the WDS catalogue (Mason et al. 2001).
On the one hand, Id 3 (WDS 00259−0748) has a companion at
2.1 arcsec with a magnitude of 22.6 in the F775W optical filter
(Riaz et al. 2008). On the other hand, Id 154 (WDS 14164+1348,
also known as SDSS J1416+13AB) is an sdL7 source with a T5
companion separated by 9.3 arcsec with J = 17.26 mag (Scholz
2010; Schmidt et al. 2010; Bowler et al. 2010; Burningham et al.
2010). Both companions are beyond the reach of our survey be-
cause of their faintness. We do not identify new more massive
companions to both objects.
For the same separation range, our frequency is much lower
than the multiplicity of F6−K3 stars (44±3%; Fischer & Marcy
1992) and K7−M6 (23.5±3.2%; Ward-Duong et al. 2015); see
also Table 1 in Cortés-Contreras et al. (2017). Our result is more
in line with the frequency of early-M subdwarfs based on high-
resolution Hubble Space Telescope and Lucky Imaging (Riaz
et al. 2008; Lodieu et al. 2009). Our multiplicity is much lower
than the frequency of GKM subdwarfs (13–15%; Zapatero Oso-
rio & Martín 2004).
Moe et al. (2019) state that there is no difference between the
frequencies of solar or subsolar metallicity samples among wide
(a> 1 000 au) binaries. Similarly, El-Badry & Rix (2019) con-
clude that the wide binary fraction is almost constant with metal-
licity at large separations (a ≥ 250 au), but decreases quickly
with metallicity at smaller separations. These statements do not
seem to hold for ultracool subdwarfs with spectral types later
than M5.
The binary frequency of M subdwarfs still remains unclear
because of poor statistics. Jao et al. (2009) studied a sample of
32 K and 37 M subdwarfs and derived a multiplicity of 26±6%
for separations larger than 110 au and 6% for lower separations.
To provide a more complete picture, we combined the samples
of Gizis & Reid (2000), Zapatero Osorio & Martín (2004), Riaz
et al. (2008), and Lodieu et al. (2009) to perform a search for
companions around metal-poor GKM dwarfs using CCD and
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Table 3: Physical parameters of the proposed systems.
Id Name SpT [M/H]a Te f f Mass J µα cos δ µδ Distance Separation W
dex K M mag mas a−1 mas a−1 pc pc arcmin 1033 J
Confirmed pairs
150 Gaia DR2 3720832015084722304 sdM5.5±0.5 –0.5 3 000±100 0.092–0.125 17.55±0.04 4.4±2.5 −195.9±2.0 364.6±33.1
150-1 Gaia DR2 3720832010789680000 sdM2.0±0.5 –0.5 3 600±100 0.149–0.279 15.71±0.01 2.5±0.4 −191.7±0.3 358.2±22.2 0.007 3.8b 42.6
Likely pairs
11 ULAS J011824.89+034130.4 sdL0.0±0.5 –0.5 2 600±100 0.080–0.090 18.18±0.05 19.9±29.0 −33.8±27.0 176.2±13.7
11-17 Gaia DR2 2562996857437494528 sdM8.0±0.5 –0.5 2 900±100 0.089–0.135 15.72±0.06 41.2±1.2 −45.1±0.6 177.1±17.7 0.69 13.4 0.10
25 2MASS J04524567−3608412 esdL0.0±0.5 −1.0 2 800±100 0.080–0.090 16.26±0.10 147.5±0.8 −168.1±1.0 140.2±10.0
25-1 Gaia DR2 4818823636756117504 esdM1.0±0.5 −1.0 3 700±100 0.178–0.275 13.77±0.03 148.5±0.1 −168.7±0.1 137.3±0.7 0.08 1.92 2.65
73 SDSS J10465793−0137464 dM4.5±0.5 0.0 3 100±100 0.119–0.413 16.54±0.01 −25.2±1.0 −9.8±0.8 572.5±175.6
73-1 Gaia DR2 3802720750608315392 dM2.0–2.5 0.0 3 500±100 0.289–0.524 15.88±0.01 −22.4±0.4 −10.1±0.3 607.2±98.2 2.64 15.9 0.70
107 ULAS J124104.75−000531.4 sdL0.0±0.5 –0.5 2 600±100 0.080–0.090 18.46±0.10 −42.9±8.0 −26.2±6.0 196.5±15.3
107-1 Gaia DR2 3695978963488707072 dM/sdM5.0±0.5 –0.5-0.0 3 300±100 0.107–0.289 14.73±0.04 −36.9±0.3 −20.7±0.1 177.8±3.7 0.62 10.9 0.36
Doubtful pairs
190 ULAS J154638.34-011213.0 sdL3.0±0.5 –0.5 2 200±100 0.080–0.090 17.51±0.04 −49.9±8.6 −107.1±7.6 61.1±6.0
190-1 Gaia DR2 4404197733205321216 sdM7.0±0.5 –0.5 3 000±100 0.092–0.183 12.85±0.02 −52.8±0.2 −122.7±0.1 69.8±0.4 0.16 8.9 0.88
Notes. (a) Not calculated but derived from the metallicity class definition. Uncertainty of 0.5 dex. (b) This value in arcsec.
Lucky Imaging. We selected all M subdwarfs in this compilation
and built a new sample adding all M subdwarfs from our sample,
regardless of their metallicity class. Only the work of Zapatero
Osorio & Martín (2004) does not provide spectral types or effec-
tive temperatures and therefore we recovered M type stars from
their colours using infrared and optical photometry and the up-
dated version of Table 4 in Pecaut & Mamajek (2013)8. These
latter authors searched for companions around subdwarfs with
separations of between 0.1–0.2 and 25 arcsec. As Gaia is able to
resolve pairs at 2.2 arcsec, we neglect all binaries found at closer
separations and do not consider any companion at separations
above 25 arcsec in order to obtain a coherent binary fraction.
This new sample contains 279 objects with 264 low-metallicity
M and L dwarfs (215 M, 49 L), including 12 binaries of which
only 6 lie in the 2.2–25 arcsec separation range. Two of those
six binaries are in our sample, and five are M low-metallicity
dwarfs, yielding a binary fraction of 2.33±2.04%. This exercise
supports our finding that ultracool subdwarfs have a much lower
multiplicity fraction than higher mass subdwarfs.
As for theoretical predictions, hydrodynamical simulations
predict a multiplicity fraction of 15–25% and 12% for subsolar
metallicity (0.1 Z) M and L dwarfs, respectively (Bate 2014,
2019). The impact of metallicity on the multiplicity appears very
limited with fractions of 15–40% for metal-poor M dwarfs, and
∼10% for metal-poor L dwarfs, when Z = 0.01 Z. These studies
show that our findings are far from these numbers, but those sim-
ulations only consider separations below 10 000 au, with most of
them lower than 1 000 au, while our pairs are beyond the up-
per limits (16 500–142 400 au), except for pair Id 150/150–1 at
1 360 au. Therefore, our study is not sensitive to such short sepa-
rations and we are not able to directly compare or test theoretical
predictions.
7. Conclusions
We present a dedicated search for wide companions to a sample
of spectroscopically confirmed M and L subdwarfs. We iden-
tified several candidates around six subdwarfs. Based on these
findings, we come to the following conclusions:
8 https://www.pas.rochester.edu/~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_
UBVIJHK_colors_Teff.txt
Table 4: Binary fractions obtained in this work.
Sample [M/H] Binaries Sample size Binary fraction
dex %
sdM5–L8 ≤ −0.5 5 218 2.29±2.01
sdM5–9.5 ≤ −0.5 2 167 0.60+1.17
−0.60
sdL ≤ −0.5 3 49 6.12+6.93
−6.12
a
sdM –0.5 1 97 1.03+2.02
−1.03
esdM –1 1 53 1.89+3.70
−1.89
usdM –2 0 19 ≤ 5.3
Notes. (a) With doubtful pair Id 190/190–1, the binary fraction can reach
8.16±8.00%.
1. We did not find low-mass companions to any of the 219
sources of our sample.
2. We did not detect companions colder than L-type sources
because of the sensitivity limit of Gaia DR2. With these data,
we are not able to determine the multiplicity fraction of L
subdwarfs.
3. We find a metal-poor M-M system, which has been
confirmed spectroscopically, composed of Gaia DR2
3720832015084722304 (with spectral type sdM5.5
and effective temperature of 3 000 K) and Gaia DR2
3720832010789680000 (sdM1.5±0.5 and 3 600 K).
4. We find another M-M system, but of solar metallicity, whose
spectroscopy leads us to consider it as a bound system. As
its metallicity is higher than that of all the other sources in
our sample, we did not include it in the analysis of binarity
of subdwarfs.
5. We identified four possible M-L systems, and the spec-
troscopy seems to confirm one of them as bound. This
system is composed of ULAS J124104.75-000531.4 and
Gaia DR2 3695978963488707072 (whose spectral types
and effective temperatures are sdL0±0.5 and 2 600 K, and
sdM5±0.5 and 3 300 K, respectively), plus one more sys-
tem confirmed by Zhang (2019) composed of Gaia DR2
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4818823636756117504 and 2MASS J04524567-3608412
(esdM±0.5 and esdL0±0.5, and 3 700 K and 2 800 K respec-
tively). The remaining two systems should be confirmed
spectroscopically in the future. This is an interesting result
because we extend the known M-L systems from one to two,
and probably four. These new systems are important targets
to infer the metallicities of the L subdwarfs with higher pre-
cision.
6. We infer a frequency of wide systems among sdM5–sdM9.5
of 0.6+1.2
−0.6% for projected physical separations larger than
1 360 au (up to 142 400 au).
7. We derive a binarity of 1.03+2.02
−1.03% in M subdwarfs (sdM),
while the multiplicity of M extreme subdwarfs (esdM) is
1.89+3.70
−1.89% .
8. We did not find any companion to the M ultracool subdwarfs
(usdM) in our sample, placing an upper limit on binarity of
5.3%.
Our study reveals new wide companions around the largest sam-
ple of ultracool subdwarfs known to date but is limited in depth
to higher mass companions. We plan to look for less massive
companions with future multi-epoch deep surveys like Vera Ru-
bin Large Synoptic Survey telescope (Ivezic et al. 2008) or in
the infrared with upcoming space missions like Euclid (Laureijs
et al. 2011; Amiaux et al. 2012; Mellier 2016) or the Wide Field
Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST; Spergel et al. 2015).
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Appendix A: Plots for subdwarfs and wide companions
Id 11
Fig. A.1: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance diagram
(bottom right) for the target Id 11 and its candidate companions. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study, and the
numbered red squares represent the companion candidates. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they are Gaia
DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed, and dotted lines stand for [M/H] = −2.0,
[M/H] = −0.5, and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity plot marks the
value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b), and the light blue ellipse around Id 11 indicates
its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Id 25
Fig. A.2: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance diagram
(bottom right) for the target Id 25 and its candidate companion. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study, and the
numbered red square represents the companion candidate. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they are Gaia
DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed and dotted lines stand for [M/H] = −2.0,
[M/H] = −0.5 and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity plot marks the
value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b) (not visible in the graph), and the light blue
ellipse around Id 25 indicates its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Id 73
Fig. A.3: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance diagram
(bottom right) for the target Id 73 and its candidate companion. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study, and the
numbered red square represents the companion candidate. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they are Gaia
DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed and dotted lines stand for [M/H] = −2.0,
[M/H] = −0.5 and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity plot marks the
value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b), and the light blue circle around Id 73 indicates
its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Id 89
Fig. A.4: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance diagram
(bottom right) for the target Id 89 and its candidate companions. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study, and the
numbered red squares represent the companion candidates. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they are Gaia
DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed and dotted lines stand for [M/H] = −2.0,
[M/H] = −0.5 and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity plot (not visible
in the graph) marks the value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b), and the light blue ellipse
around Id 89 indicates its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Id 107
Fig. A.5: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance diagram
(bottom right) for the target Id 107 and its candidate companions. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study, and
the numbered red squares represent the companion candidates. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they
are Gaia DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed and dotted lines stand for
[M/H] = −2.0, [M/H] = −0.5 and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity
plot marks the value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b), and the light blue ellipse around
Id 107 indicates its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Id 126
Fig. A.6: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance diagram
(bottom right) for the target Id 126 and its candidate companions. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study, and
the numbered red squares represent the companion candidates. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they
are Gaia DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed and dotted lines stand for
[M/H] = −2.0, [M/H] = −0.5 and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity
plot marks the value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b), and the light blue ellipse around
Id 126 indicates its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Id 128
Fig. A.7: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance diagram
(bottom right) for the target Id 128 and its candidate companion. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study, and the
numbered red square represents the companion candidate. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they are Gaia
DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed and dotted lines stand for [M/H] = −2.0,
[M/H] = −0.5 and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity plot marks the
value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b), and the light blue circle around Id 128 indicates
its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Id 149
Fig. A.8: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance diagram
(bottom right) for the target Id 149 and its candidate companion. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study, and the
numbered red square represents the companion candidate. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they are Gaia
DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed and dotted lines stand for [M/H] = −2.0,
[M/H] = −0.5 and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity plot marks the
value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b), and the light blue ellipse around Id 149 indicates
its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Id 190
Fig. A.9: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance diagram
(bottom right) for the target Id 190 and its candidate companion. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study, and the
numbered red square represents the companion candidate. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they are Gaia
DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed and dotted lines stand for [M/H] = −2.0,
[M/H] = −0.5 and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity plot marks the
value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b), and the light blue ellipse around Id 190 indicates
its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Id 213
Fig. A.10: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance
diagram (bottom right) for the target Id 213 and its candidate companion. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study,
and the numbered red square represents the companion candidate. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they
are Gaia DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed and dotted lines stand for
[M/H] = −2.0, [M/H] = −0.5 and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity
plot marks the value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b), and the light blue ellipse around
Id 213 indicates its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Id 215
Fig. A.11: PMD (top left panel), CMDs (top right and mid panels), HRD (bottom left panel), and tangential velocity–distance
diagram (bottom right) for the target Id 215 and its candidate companions. The filled pink triangle represents the source under study,
and the numbered red squares represent the companion candidates. Grey dots in the PMD represent field stars, and in the HRD they
are Gaia DR2 sources with parallaxes larger than 10 mas used as a reference. The blue solid, dashed and dotted lines stand for
[M/H] = −2.0, [M/H] = −0.5 and [M/H] = 0.0 BT-Settl isochrones in the CMDs. The blue dotted line in the tangential velocity
plot marks the value Vtan = 36 km s−1 which is the mean value for field stars (Zhang et al. 2018b), and the light blue ellipse around
Id 215 indicates its values of Vtan ± σ and d ± σ.
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Appendix B: Additional table
Table B.1: Summary of the companion candidates assessment.
Id PMD CMD CMD CMD HRD Kinematics VTan Candidate
M j/J − K MG/G − RP Mi/i − z
11-1 No - - - - No - No
11-2 No - - - - - - No
11-3 No - - - - - - No
11-4 No - - - - - - No
11-5 No - - - - - - No
11-6 No - - - - - - No
11-7 No - - - - No - No
11-8 No - - - - No - No
11-9 No - - - - No - No
11-10 No - - - - No - No
11-11 No - - - - - - No
11-12 No - - - - - - No
11-13 No - - - - - - No
11-14 No - - - - No - No
11-15 No - - - - No - No
11-16 No - - - - - - No
11-17 Yes Yes ? Yes Yes - Yes Yes
11-18 No - - - - - - No
11-19 Yes Yes ? Yes No No No No
11-20 No - - - - No - No
11-21 No - - - - - - No
11-22 No - - - - - - No
11-23 No - - - - No - No
11-24 No - - - - - - No
11-25 No - - - - - - No
11-26 No - - - - No - No
11-27 No - - - - - - No
11-28 No - - - - - - No
11-29 No - - - - - - No
11-30 No - - - - - - No
11-31 No - - - - - - No
11-32 No - - - - - - No
25-1 Ýes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes Yes
73-1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes Yes
89-1 ? Yes No No No - No No
89-2 ? Yes No No No - No No
89-3 ? Yes No No No - No No
107-1 Yes Yes ? Yes Yes - Yes Yes
107-2 ? No ? Yes No - No No
126-1 No ? Yes No Yes No No No
126-2 No ? Yes Yes Yes No Yes No
126-3 No ? Yes No Yes - No No
126-4 No ? No No No - No No
126-5 No No No No Yes No No No
126-6 No ? Yes Yes Yes - No No
128-1 ? No ? No Yes - No No
149-1 ? No ? No Yes No No No
150-1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes Yes
190-1 Yes No ? Yes Yes - Yes Yes ?
213-1 No ? ? Yes Yes No No No
215-1 No Yes ? Yes Yes - No No
215-2 Yes Yes ? ? No - Yes No
215-3 No Yes ? No Yes - No No
215-4 No No ? No No - No No
215-5 No Yes ? No Yes - No No
215-6 No ? ? No No - No No
215-7 No Yes ? No Yes - No No
215-8 Yes Yes ? No Yes No Yes No
215-9 Yes Yes ? No Yes - Yes No
215-10 No No ? No No - No No
215-11 No No ? No No No No No
215-12 No Yes ? Yes Yes - No No
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